Abstract
Introduction

25
The arrival of exascale supercomputers will potentially unleash unprecedented computational power, 26 enabling high fidelity and optimal solutions to complex multiscale and multiphysics geophysical problems.
27
To fully leverage the computational powers of exascale machines, flexible, robust (provably stable) and energy 28 aware numerical algorithms are critical for efficient simulations on such machines. Introduce the energy density and the physical energy, defined by dE(x, y, z, t) dxdydz = 1 2
Let Γ denote the boundary of the domain Ω, and n = (n x , n y , n z ) T the outward unit normal on the boundary.
To show that the Cauchy problem, (1) with the decay condition |Q| → 0 at (x, y, z) → Γ, is well-posed, we multiply (1) with φ T (x, y, z) from the left, where φ(x, y, z) ∈ L 2 (Ω) is an arbitrary test function, and integrate over the whole spatial domain, Ω. We have
In the right hand side of (4), integrating-by-parts, and using the fact that the coefficient matrices are constant and symmetric, A ξ = A T ξ , gives
Replacing φ with Q in (5), in the right hand side, the volume terms vanish, having
The decay condition, |Q| → 0 at (x, y, z) ∈ Γ → ∞, yields the energy equation
The energy is conserved, E(t) = E(0) for all t ≥ 0. Therefore, the Cauchy problem (1) subject to well-posed boundary conditions.
111
In this study, we will pay special attention to scattering of linear elastic waves in heterogeneous, isotropic
112
and anisotropic, solids with complex free surface topography, and the interactions of linear acousto-elastic 113 waves in general heterogeneous media with complicated non-planar ocean bottom bathymetry. From now,
114
we will focus on the equations of linear acousto-elastic waves. However, with limited modifications the 115 method we develop can be extended to other problems modeled by (1) . 
Waves in elastic solids
117
To describe wave propagation in elastic solids, we introduce the unknown wave fields Q (x, y, z, t) =   v(x, y, z, t)
σ(x, y, z, t) 
where 0 3 and 0 6 are the 3-by-3 and 6-by-6 zero matrices.
118
The symmetric positive definite material parameter matrix P is defined by 
where ρ(x, y, z) > 0 is the density of the medium, and C = C T > 0 is the symmetric positive definite 119 matrix of elastic constants. With the unknown wave fields prescribed by (8) , and the coefficient matrices 120 defined in (9) and (10), then the first three equations in (1) are the conservation of momentum and the last 121 six equations are the time derivatives of the constitutive relation, defined by Hooke's law, relating the stress 122 field to strains where the constant of proportionality is the stiffness matrix of elastic coefficients C.
123
The mechanical energy density is the sum of the kinetic energy density and the strain energy density
where S = C −1 is the compliance matrix.
124
In a general anisotropic medium the stiffness matrix C is described by 21 independent elastic coefficients.
In orthotropic anisotropic media the stiffness matrix has 9 independent elements, 
In the isotropic case, the medium is described by two independent elastic coefficients, the Lamé parameters µ > 0, λ > −µ, thus we have 
Introduce the 3D canonical basis vectors e x = (1, 0, 0) T , e y = (0, 1, 0) T , e z = (0, 0, 1) T ,
and define the Cartesian components of the velocity and traction vectors 
Define the coefficient matrices
In the absence of boundaries and discontinuous interfaces, the elastic wave equation supports two families of waves, the primary waves (p-waves) and the secondary (s-waves). The p-wave and s-wave modes are related to the nontrivial eigenfunctions of A ξ , and the nontrivial eigenvalues of A ξ , ±c pξ , ±c shξ , ±c svξ , are the corresponding p-wave and s-wave speeds. Note that c pξ > 0 are the p-wave speeds, c shξ > 0 are the wave speeds of the horizontally polarized s-wave and c svξ > 0 are the wave speeds of the vertically polarized s-wave. The negative and positive going p-wave and s-wave modes are given by
where Z pξ = ρc pξ , Z shξ = ρc shξ , Z svξ = ρc svξ are the impedances. Here, ξ, η, θ = x, y, z, η = ξ, and θ = ξ, η.
The wave modes defined in (17), are the plane p-waves and plane s-waves propagating along the ξ-axis, and corresponding to the 1D Riemann invariant. The eigenvalues of the matrices A ξ can be easily determined.
For example in orthotropic anisotropic media, with C defined in (12), the eigenvalues are given by
Note that for the same wave mode, the wave speed can vary in all directions. In isotropic media, the eigenvalues are uniform in all directions
Thus, in isotropic media a wave mode propagates with a uniform wave speed in all directions. In isotropic 
Acoustic waves in fluids
128
In acoustics, the unknown wave fields
are the particle velocity vector, v(x, y, z, t) = [v x (x, y, z, t), v y (x, y, z, t), v z (x, y, z, t)] T , and the pressure field, p(x, y, z, t). The symmetric constant coefficient matrices A ξ describing the conservation of momentum and the constitutive relation, is given by
and the material parameter matrix is defined by
where ρ(x, y, z) > 0 is the density of the medium, and the positive definite bulk modulus λ > 0, is the measure of incompressibility of the medium. In an acoustic medium, that is (1) with the wave field given by (21) and the coefficient and material parameters give by (21), (22), the bulk modulus λ > 0 and the density ρ > 0 determine the speed of sound waves (pressure waves) c p = λ/ρ. Note that here P, defined in (22), is diagonal. Thus, the mechanical energy is the sum of the kinetic energy and the potential energy
The nontrivial eigen-pairs of A ξ = PA ξ with P, A ξ defined (21), (22), are
In acoustic media, with no boundaries and discontinuous material interfaces, the system supports only one 129 wave mode, pressure waves.
130
We can also model acoustic waves with the isotropic elastic wave equation, where the unknown wave 131 fields are prescribed by (8) , and the coefficient and material matrices defined in (9) and (10). This can 132 be helpful when simulating interactions of acoustic and elastic waves, since we solve only one equation and 133 the material parameter matrix P will define elastic or acoustic media. Here, the stiffness matrix of elastic 134 coefficients C is defined in (13) with vanishing shear modulus µ = 0. Note, however, with µ = 0 the material 135 parameter matrix P will become singular, and the elastic energy density (11) is no longer well defined. But, density defined by (23) , the Cauchy problem also satisfy the energy equation (7).
139
Our main interest is the development of an energy stable DG approximation of the equation of motion
140
(1) defined by (8), (9) and (10), in heterogeneous and geometrically complex acousto-elastic media with 141 complicated nonplanar free-surface topography and ocean bottom bathymetry.
142
We will now introduce the anti-symmetric split form. To enable effective numerical treatments, we introduce the split form of the equation of motion (1) defined
Definition 1. Consider the equation of motion (1) . Suppose that the spatial operator can be split into:
where the first term, with ∇ · F (Q), is called the conservative flux term and the second term, with B ξ (∇Q),
is the non-conservative-products flux term. The split operators, given in (25), are anti-symmetric if
tions on curvilinear meshes for complex geometries, and variable material properties.
148
There are several ways of casting a hyperbolic PDE, such as (1), in the anti-symmetric form, see for examples [48, 49, 50, 51, 52] . Here, our choice of the anti-symmetric form will be motivated by the underlying physics. For example, for linear elasticity we will use
e ξx σxx + e ξy σxy + e ξz σxz e ξx σxy + e ξy σyy + e ξz σyz e ξx σxz + e ξy σyz + e ξz σzz 
where the conservative flux comes from conservation of momentum, that is Newton's second law of motion,
149
and the non-conservative product term comes from Hooke's law, the underlying constitutive relation. In a
150
Cartesian coordinate system, e ξ are the canonical bases defined in (14). In general coordinates the bases e ξ 
Proof. The proof of the lemma follows from direct calculations, by evaluating the products in (26).
153
Another important consequence of the choice of the split operators (27) is the fact by (27) in the spatial domain (x, y, z) ∈ Ω where Γ denotes the boundary of the domain and n is the outward unit normal on the boundary. Let T =σn denote the traction on the boundary, the energy density defined by (11) for an elastic medium and by (23) for an acoustic medium. The solutions of the anti-symmetric split
Proof. From the left, multiply the split form of equation of motion (24) by Q T and integrate over the whole domain Ω, having
On the left hand side of (46) we recognize time derivative of the energy E (t). On the right hand side of (30), integrating-by-parts the first (conservative flux) term, we have
By the anti-symmetric property (26), the volume terms vanish having
154
In the coming section below, we will introduce curvilinear coordinates and transformations. To simplify the presentation, we consider two DG elements filled with heterogeneous, elastic or acoustic, media separated by an interface at ( x (y, z) , y, z), where x (y, z) is an arbitrary smooth level surface describing the surface of the interface. The interface can be a pre-existing fault in the medium, an interface between an acoustic medium and an elastic solid, or the interface between two DG elements containing entirely one kind of material, an elastic or acoustic medium. For geometrically complex models, numerical treatments 
Note that the mapping and coordinate transformations are element local.
Here, the subscripts denote partial derivatives, that is x q = ∂x ∂q , x r = ∂x ∂r , etc.
158
To construct structure preserving coordinate transformation, we will use two different transformations of the spatial derivatives in the transformed coordinates [7] , the conservative form:
and the non-conservative form:
Note that in the continuous setting, the transformed derivatives (34) and (35) are mathematically equivalent.
159
In nontrivial geometries, discrete approximations of the transformed derivatives (34) and (35) will yield two 160 different discrete spatial operators.
161
In order to preserve the anti-symmetric structure, in (24), it becomes natural to transform the derivatives in the conservative flux term using the conservative transformation (34), and the derivatives in the nonconservative-products term using the non-conservative transformation (35). The elastic wave equation (24) in the transformed curvilinear coordinates (q, r, s) is
Here, ∇ = (∂/∂q, ∂/∂r, ∂/∂s) T is the gradient operator, P = J −1 P, where P is the material matrix defined in (9), and 
Note that in (36) all spatial derivatives for the stress fields are transformed using the conservative form
163
(34) and all spatial derivatives for the velocity fields are transformed using the non-conservative form (35).
164
When discrete approximations are introduced, this is crucial in order minimize the number of floating point 165 operations, and also prove numerical stability [7] .
166
We will show that the transformed equation of motion (36) with (37) preserves the anti-symmetric 167 property (26).
168
Lemma 2. Consider the transformed equation of motion (36), in curvilinear coordinates, with the conservative flux terms and non-conservative-products flux terms given by (37). The corresponding spatial operators satisfy the anti-symmetric property (26), that is
Proof. With e ξ = J (ξ x , ξ y , ξ z ) T , the proof of Lemma 2 follows directly from Lemma 1.
169
Let ξ = q, r, s, and Γ denote a boundary face at ξ = 0 or ξ = 1. The the positively pointing unit normals on the boundary are given by
Note again that
where v is the velocity vector, and T =σn is the traction vector. Define the boundary term Lemma 3. Consider the conservative flux term defined in (37). We have
where the boundary term BTs (v, T ) is defined in (40)
and integrate-by-parts, we have
Using the fact (39) , and the boundary term BTs (v, T ) defined in (40) completes the proof.
174
Introduce the energy density in the transformed space
Analogous to Theorem 1, we also have
175
Theorem 2. Consider the transformed equation of motion (36), in curvilinear coordinates, (q, r, s) ∈ Ω, with the flux terms and non-conservative products terms given by (37). Let ξ = q, r, s, and Γ denote a boundary face at ξ = 1 or ξ = 1, with T =σn denote the traction on the boundary. The solutions of the
where BTs (v, T ) is the boundary term defined in (40).
176
Proof. From the left, multiply the transformed equation of motion (36) by Q T and integrate over the whole domain Ω, having
On the left hand side of (46) we recognize time derivative of the energy. On the right hand side of (46), we use lemma 3, and replace conservative flux term with (41), we have
where BTs is the boundary term defined in (40). By lemma 2, the volume terms in (47) vanish, having
177
The boundary term, BTs, is the rate of the work done by the traction, T =σn, against the boundary.
178
Note that the energy rate is controlled by the boundary term, BTs. In bounded domains, well-posed boundary
179
conditions are designed such that the boundary term is never positive, BTs ≤ 0.
180
We will now introduce physical boundary and interface conditions prescribed at element faces. In Figure   182 1, for each of the two blocks, there are five external boundaries, and one internal boundary connecting the 183 two blocks. First, we will consider boundary conditions posed at external element boundaries, and proceed 184 later to interface conditions acting at the internal element face, connecting the two adjacent elements. that the unit vectors are locally defined on each point on the boundary, see also Figure 2 . Given the unit normal n, defined by (38), we can construct the other two basis vectors l, m, as follows:
Here, m 0 ( = ±n) is an arbitrary unit vector. Let the local impedances at the boundary be denoted by Z η , η = l, m, n, where Z n = ρc n is the p-wave impedance and Z m = ρc m , Z l = ρc l are the s-wave impedances.
Here, c n , c m , c l are the corresponding effective wavespeeds defined by
In anisotropic media with a geometrically complex curvilinear coordinate system, the effective wavespeeds 
189
On each point on the boundary, we denote the particle velocity vector, traction vector, and the local rotation matrix on the boundary by
where det{(R)} = 0 and R −1 = R T .
190
Next, rotate the particle velocity and traction vectors into the local orthonormal basis, l , m and n,
The corresponding in and out of the domain characteristics at the boundary are
Here, the characteristics defined in (53) are plane p-waves and plane s-waves propagating along the normal vector n. Note that in acoustics we have Z n > 0 and Z l = Z m = 0. Also, the fact that σ xy = σ xz = σ yz = 0 and p = −σ xx = −σ yy = −σ zz imply that the shear tractions vanish identically
where p is the pressure field. Thus, the only nontrivial characteristics are the right and left going p-wave 191 mode, q n , p n .
192
At the boundary ξ = 1 (ξ = 0), if Z η > 0 then q η (p η ) are the characteristics going into the domain and p η (q η ) the characteristics going out of the domain. The number of boundary conditions must correspond to the number of characteristics going into the domain, see [7, 46] . We consider linear boundary conditions,
where the reflection coefficients γ η are real numbers with 0 ≤ |γ η | ≤ 1. The boundary conditions (55) specify the ingoing characteristics on the boundary in terms of the outgoing characteristics. Again, in acoustics, we note that with homogeneous boundary data. The solutions of the transformed equation (36) subject to the boundary condition (55) satisfy
Proof. The proof of theorem 3 follows the same steps as in the proof of theorem 2, arriving at (48). We 198 complete the proof using lemma 4, by ensuring that the boundary terms are never positive, BTs ≤ 0. 
Interface conditions
200
We introduce physical interface conditions acting at internal DG elements boundaries, and consider simulations of elastic waves, acoustic waves and acousto-elastic waves. These physical interface conditions will connect two adjacent elements elastic-to-elastic media, acoustic-to-elastic media, or acoustic-to-acoustic media. One objective of this study is to use the physical conditions to patch DG elements together [3] .
Consider the interface, as in Figure 1 and denote the corresponding fields and material parameters in the positive/negative sides of the interface with the superscripts +/−. To define the interface conditions we rotate the particle velocity vector and the traction vector on the boundary into the local orthogonal coordinates n, m, l, as in (52), having
We define the jumps in the velocity fields
As before, to ensure well-posedness, the number of interface conditions must be equal to the number of 201 ingoing characteristics at the interface. We will consider separately an elastic-elastic interface, elastic-202 acoustic interface, and an acoustic-acoustic interface. 
Acoustic-elastic interface 211
Now, let the negative element denote an acoustic medium and the positive element an elastic solid. There are a total of 4 (1 characteristic going into the negative (acoustic) element and 3 characteristics going into the positive (elastic) element) ingoing characteristics at the interface, see figure 4. We will need exactly 4 conditions specifying the relationships of the fields across the interface. [
also ensures that the shear tractions, for the elastic block, vanish on the interface. Note that there are no 213 conditions on the tangential components of the traction and velocity vectors for the acoustic block. [
The interface condition (62) specifies the continuity of the pressure field and normal components of the 216 velocity vector across the interface. Now, we will show that the interface conditions, (60), (61), and (62), with the equation of motion (36), conserve the total mechanical energy. Introduce the interface term
Note that if Z and subject to the interface conditions (60), (61), and (62). The sum of the energies satisfies
Proof. Using the energy method, from (46)-(48), we again have
Collecting contributions from both elements and ignoring all other boundaries, excepting the boundary at the interface, we have
Using the fact (63) that the interface term vanishes identically, IT s (v ± , T ± , Z ± ) ≡ 0, completes the proof.
221
Theorems (3) and (4) We will now reformulate the boundary condition (55) and interface conditions (60), (61), and (62), 
Boundary data
237
For Z η > 0, we define the characteristics
Here, q η are the left going characteristics and p η are the right going characteristics. We will construct 238 boundary data which satisfy the physical boundary conditions (55) exactly and preserve the amplitude of 239 the outgoing characteristics q η at ξ = 0, and p η at ξ = 1.
240
To begin, define the hat-variables preserving the amplitude of outgoing characteristics qη vη, Tη, Zη = qη (vη, Tη, Zη) , at ξ = 0, and pη vη, Tη, Zη = pη (vη, Tη, Zη) , at ξ = 1.
Since hat-variables also satisfy the physical boundary condition (55), we must have
The algebraic problem for the hat-variables, defined by equations (68) The expressions in (70) define a rule to update particle velocities and tractions on the physical boundaries ξ = 0, 1. That is vη = vη, Tη = Tη, at ξ = 0, and vη = vη, Tη = Tη, at ξ = 1.
241
The computation of the hat-variables for the external boundaries is summarized in Algorithm 1 below.
242
Algorithm 1 Generalized Riemann solver for external element faces if Z η > 0 and ξ = 0 then from (67) compute q η , and
if Z η > 0 and ξ = 1 then from (67) compute p η , and
By construction, the hat-variables v η , T η , satisfy the following algebraic identities:
qη vη, Tη, Zη = qη (vη, Tη, Zη) , at ξ = 0, pη vη, Tη, Zη = pη (vη, Tη, Zη) , at ξ = 1, 
Proof. Consider first Z η = 0, then T η = 0, and we have T η v η = T η v η ≡ 0 at ξ = 0, 1. With Z η > 0, for any |γ η | ≤ 1, from (72c) we have
We must have BTs v η , T η ≤ 0 for all |γ η | ≤ 1 .
245
Lemma 5 is completely analogous to Lemma 4. We will now formulate a result equivalent to theorem 3. 
Interface data
247
To begin, define the outgoing characteristics at the interface
where Z ± η > 0 are the impedances. We define the hat-variables preserving the amplitude of the outgoing characteristics at the interface
The hat-variables also satisfy the interface conditions (60), (61), or (62) exactly. For each setup, given We consider first an interface separating two elastic solids. The hat-variables must satisfy (78) and the interface conditions, (60), that is, force balance, no opening and no slip conditions. Combining the two equations in (78) and ensuring force balance,
Furthermore, enforcing no opening and no slip conditions,
We can now define explicitly the hat-variables corresponding to the particle velocities and tractions
Acoustic-elastic interface data 251
Next, we consider an interface separating an elastic medium and an acoustic medium. Again, the hatvariables must satisfy (78) and the interface conditions, (61). Here, Z 
We can now define explicitly the hat-variables corresponding to the particle velocities and pressure fields
We remark that if v 
256
Note that we have equivalently redefined the physical interface condition (60), (61), and (62) as follows
The procedure to compute the hat-variables for the internal element boundaries is summarized in Algo-257 rithm 2. Note that if Z η = 0, the boundary values for tractions and particle velocities are not altered, that
259
By construction, the hat-variables v ± η , T ± η satisfy the following algebraic identities:
Algorithm 2 Generalized Riemann solver for internal element faces 
The identities (85a)-(85b) can be easily verified, see [3] , and will be useful in the prove of numerical stability.
260
We can now formulate a result equivalent to Theorem 4.
261
Theorem 6. Consider the modeling domain decomposed into two elements, Ω = Ω − ∪ Ω + , as in Figure   1 . Denote the corresponding fields, material parameters and energies in the positive/negative sides of the interface with the superscripts +/−. Let the transformed equation of motion (36) be defined on each element, with the two adjacent elements are connected at the interface through the interface conditions interface condition (84). The sum of the energies satisfies
Physics based flux fluctuations
262
The next step is to construct fluctuations by penalizing data, that is hat-variables, against the ingoing characteristics only. If Z η > 0, then we have
Else if Z η = 0, then G η = G η = 0. The fluctuations are computed in the transformed coordinates l, m, n .
We will now rotate them to the physical coordinates x, y, z, having
Note that
263
The physics based flux fluctuations obeying the eigen-structure of the elastic wave equation are given by FL = Gx, Gy, Gz, −nx Gx, −ny Gy, −nz Gz, − ny Gx + nx Gy , − nz Gx + nx Gz , − nz Gy + ny Gz
FR = Gx, Gy, Gz, nx Gx, ny Gy, nz Gz, ny Gx + nx Gy , nz Gx + nx Gz , nz Gy + ny Gz
The elemental weak form reads
Here, the variable ξ = q, r, s, indicates the directions where the flux is computed. The flux fluctuation 
267
Introduce the fluctuation term
For the two elements model we introduce the external boundary terms
drds ≤ 0, and the interface term
We can now prove the theorem.
268
Theorem 7. The elemental weak form (90) satisfies the energy equation
Proof. In (90) replace the test function φ by the solution Q, and integrate the conservative flux term only by parts. The volume term vanishes, having
Collecting contributions from the two elements on both sides of the interface, and using (88) and the
269
identities (72) and (85) gives the energy equation (92).
270
In the next section, we will introduce the discontinuous Galerkin approximation and prove numerical 271 stability by deriving discrete energy estimates analogous to (92). 
where F ijk Q (t) = F Q ijk (t) ,Q ijk (t) are the elemental degrees of freedom to be determined, and φ ijk (q, r, s) are the ijk-th interpolating polynomial. We consider tensor products of nodal basis with 
where 
The spectral difference approximation
Introduce the matrices H, A ∈ R (P +1)×(P +1) , defined by
Note that the matrix
is a one space dimensional spectral difference approximation of the first derivative.
286
Using the fact that the quadrature rule is exact for all polynomial integrand of degree ≤ 2P − 1 implies
Equations (97) and (98) 
289
The one space dimensional derivative operator (97) can be extended to higher space dimensions using the Kronecker products ⊗, having
Here, I is the (P + 1) × (P + 1) identity matrix, and I 9 is the 9 × 9 identity matrix. Note that the matrix product H commutes, that is H = H q H r H s = H r H q H s = H s H r H q . We also introduce the projection
The semi-discrete approximation
291
We will now make a classical Galerkin approximation, by choosing test functions in the same space as the basis functions. Thus, replacing Q(q, r, s, t) byQ(q, r, s, t) and F (Q) by F Q in (90), and approximating all integrals with the corresponding quadrature rules yields the semi-discrete equation, 
Note the close similarity between the semi-discrete approximation (101) and the continuous analogue (36).
The discrete operator To prove the stability of the semi-discrete approximation (101), we will derive a semi-discrete energy estimate analogous to (92). To begin, approximate the continuous energy in each element by the quadrature rule (95), having
We also approximate the surface integrals in the boundary and interface terms (63), (73) and (91). We have
294
Lemma 6. Consider the semi-discrete approximations of the transformed equation of motion (101), in curvilinear coordinates, with the flux terms and non-conservative product terms given by (37). For a polynomial approximation of degree P , if the quadrature rule
f (ξ)dξ is exact for all polynomial integrand f (ξ) of degree ≤ 2P − 1, then the corresponding spatial discrete operators satisfy the discrete anti-symmetric propertȳ
Proof. ConsiderQ
and and use the discrete integrate-by-parts principle, (97) and (98), we havē
Using the fact that
completes the proof.
295
Note that due the our choice of the ani-symmetric form (24), we havē
and the identitȳ
296
and the interface term
We can now prove the numerical stability of the semi-discrete approximation (101).
297
Theorem 8. Consider the semi-discrete DG approximation (101). If the quadrature rule
f (ξ)dξ is exact for all polynomial integrand f (ξ) of degree ≤ 2P − 1, then the numerical solution satisfies the energy equation
Proof. We will use the energy method. From the left, multiply (101) byQ
On the left hand side of (110) we recognize time derivative of the semi-discrete energy E (t) defined in (103).
f (q)dq, then the summation-by-parts principle, (98), (97) holds. On the right hand side of (110), we use lemma 6, that is replace the conservative flux term with (104), we have
Using the fact (108), the volume terms vanish, remaining only the surface terms and having
Collecting contributions from both elements, and using (88) and the identities (72) and (85) give the energy 298 equation (109).
299
Note the similarities between Theorem 8 and Theorem 7. The only differences are that we have replaced 300 the solution Q by its polynomial interpolantQ, and the integrals by quadrature rules.
301
By (109), the semi-discrete DG approximation (101) In this section we will summarize the ADER time-stepping scheme. For more elaborate discussions, we refer the reader to [19, 30, 43] . To begin, we rewrite the semi-discrete approximation (101) as an autonomous first order ODE
with
where DQ is the discrete spatial operator is split into the derivative term, emanating from the PDE, and
307
FQ is the numerical flux fluctuation term, incorporating the boundary and interface conditions.
308
Note that the right hand of (113) is well defined even when P is not invertible. For example in acoustics, 
311
The numerical flux fluctuation is a very small term, FQ ≈ 0, and will vanish FQ → 0 in the limit of 312 mesh refinement ∆t → 0.
313
We now introduce the discrete time variables t k ≤ t ≤ t k+1 , ∆t k = t k+1 − t k , and the pseudo time variable τ = t − t k such that 0 ≤ τ ≤ ∆t k , and d/dτ = d/dt. Going from the current time level τ = 0 to the next time level τ = ∆t k , we integrate the ODE (113), exactly havinḡ
where the second equality follows from linearity. If we can evaluate the integrals
dτ in (115), then the time integration in (115) is exact. However, exact time integration is possible only in the most trivial case where the right hand side of (113) vanish identically for all components. Now, we will make an important approximation. We assume that the time step ∆t is sufficiently small, such that
are reasonable approximations. Next we construct the predictor, Q (τ ), by Taylor expansions of the solution around τ = 0 and replace the time derivatives with spatial operator in (116), we have
where P is the polynomial degree used in the spatial approximation. We can now approximate the integrals in (115) using the predictor. The result of this integration is called the time average
By replacing the integrals in (115) by the time averageQ(0), we derive a high order accurate, explicit, one DG polynomial approximation of degree P , a stable ADERDG method is (P + 1)th order accurate in both 324 space and time .
325
We will now present some numerical simulations, in 3D isotropic and anisotropic elastic media. The 327 experiments are designed to verify accuracy and numerical stability of the method, for both body waves 328 and elastic surface waves. We will also demonstrate the potential of our method in modeling geometrically 329 complex free surface topography.
330
The numerical experiments will be conducted in 3D elastic media. Mesh refinement studies will not 331 be performed here because of the unaffordable computational cost required for multiple high resolution 332 simulations. Simulations will be performed on moderately fine 3D meshes, and the simulated solutions will In many of the simulations, we have used the PML to efficiently absorb outgoing waves. Details of the 337 discretization and implementation of the PML will be reported in a forthcoming paper. We have used GLL 338 nodes for most of the experiments presented here. However, it is important to note that similar results can 339 be obtained using the GL nodes.
340
We introduce the effective grid size h = ∆x/(P + 1), comparable to a finite difference grid size. We will use the global time-step
where P is the degree of the polynomial approximation, d = 3 is the spatial dimension, CFL = 0.9 and Note that ξ=x,y,z n 2 ξ = 1, and in an isotropic medium the effective normal p-wave speed is c n = c p . 
We consider homogeneous initial conditions, and generate waves by adding the compressional moment tensor point source surrounded by the PML to prevent artificial reflections from contaminating the solutions.
351
We consider polynomial approximation of degree P = 6, with GLL nodes and evolve the wave fields with 352 the time-step ∆t = 0.0024 s until the final time t = 3 s. In Figure 6 , we compare the analytical solution First, we discretize the domain uniformly with 27 elements in each direction, and consider degree P = 6 370 polynomial approximation, with GLL nodes. The effective grid resolution comparable to a finite difference 371 grid size is h = 90 m. We evolve the wave fields with the time-step ∆t = 0.0015 s until the final time. 
372
In Figure 7 , we compare the numerical solutions with the semi-analytical solutions. Note that the 373 numerical solution agrees very well with the semi-analytical solution.
374
Further, we investigate static adaptive mesh refinement, and stability for non conforming elements. Now 375 the domain is discretized adaptively with the uniform element ∆x = 17000/9 m in the bedrock x > 4, 376 ∆x = 17/(9 × 3) km in the source region 1 km < x ≤ 4 km, and with ∆x = 17/(9 × 9) km in the 377 topmost layer 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 km, see the left panel in Figure 8 . Note that in the topmost layer closest to the 378 surface, where surface waves are present the mesh size is 3 times smaller. We used GL nodes and degree 
Surface waves in anisotropic media
388
We consider simulations of elastic waves propagating in an orthotropic anisotropic medium [1, 2] . Wave propagation in anisotropic elastic media is much more complex, and interesting, than in isotropic elastic media. From both analytical and numerical perspectives, anisotropy introduces additional difficulty, since the a wave mode can propagate with different wave speeds in different directions. In fact, analytical solutions exist for only a very few problems. Numerical simulations become inevitable for studying wave propagation in anisotropic elastic media. We will study the accuracy of the method for surface waves in an anisotropic crystal, where analytical solutions exists. The crystal is apatite and the set-up is the same as in [2] . The density of the medium and elastic constants are given in Table 1 , with c 55 = c 44 , c 66 = (c 11 − c 12 ) /2. From the absorbing boundary condition at the other 5 boundaries of the domain.
391
We discretize the computational domain uniformly with 27 elements in each spatial direction, with a 392 polynomial approximation of degree P = 6. We place a receiver at x 0 , = 10 cm, y 0 , = 10 cm, z 0 = 15 cm,
393
and evolved the wave fields, with the global time step ∆t = 0.015 µs, until the final time, t = 50 µs.
394
In Figure 9 , we compare the analytical solution with the numerically simulated solution. The numerical 
Wave propagation in complex geometries
397
We will now demonstrate the potential of the method in model elastic wave propagation in geometrically 398 free surface topography. We consider the topography data shown in Figure 10 . The data spans a rectangular we impose absorbing conditions by setting the incoming characteristics to zero.
407
The domain is discretized uniformly with 27 elements in each spatial direction, and consider degree y(x r , z r ), z r = 30 km, Station 3: x r = 45 km, y(x r , z r ), z r = 32 km. In Figure 12 , we compare 416 seismograms from ExaHyPE and WaveQLab3D. We can observe the good agreement of the seismograms.
417
The little difference in the seismograms come from low resolutions of the topography, and will diminish as 418 we increase the resolution. Numerical experiments are presented in 3D isotropic and anisotropic media demonstrating stability and 430 accuracy. Finally, we present a regional geophysical wave propagation problem in an Earth model with 431 geometrically complex free-surface topography.
432
The numerical method can be easily adapted to model linear and nonlinear boundary and interface wave 433 phenomena. In a forthcoming paper we will extend the method to nonlinear frictional problems, and present 434 numerical simulations of nonlinear dynamic earthquake ruptures on dynamically adaptive meshes.
435
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